East Central European, Balkan and Baltic Studies (ECEBB)

Teaching in English 2018-2019

Please note that the teaching programme might be subject to changes and additions, so it is advisable to check course-specific information before the start of the course.

Autumn 2018


Post-communist Transformations in CEE (ALKU-IK533, ALKU-E313, ALKU-E319, ALKU-E320, ExpREES, ENS-515/525 and ENS-H300/S300 specialization courses), I period


Historical roots of the contemporary conflicts in the Balkans (KUKA-IK507, KUKA-IK508, ALKU-E313, ENS-316, ENS-338, ExpREES, ENS-515/525 specialization courses, HISK-222), web course, II period

Digital text analysis in Russian and East European studies (ALKU-IK533, KIK-UK105, ExpREES, ENS-515/525 and ENS-H300/S300 specialization courses), web course & workshop, II period

NB: web lectures start already on week 43

Polish anti-liberal turn - how does it perform? (ALKU-IK532, KUKA-IK506, ALKU-E313, ALKU-E320, ExpREES, ENS-515/525 and ENS-H300/S300 specialization courses), II period

Spring 2019

Historical Symbolism and Political Practices in Russia and Poland (ALKU-IK533, ALKU-304, ALKU-E313, ALKU-E317, KUKA-AL213, KUKA-IK505) two-week intensive course, III period

Nationalism and culture in the Western Balkans (KUKA-IK507), III period

The course can also be accepted as: KUKA-IK508, ExpREES optional studies, ENS-316, ENS-338 & ENS-515 and ENS-525 specialization courses

Religion and Politics in Central and Eastern Europe (ALKU-IK531, KUKA-IK506, ALKU-E320, ExpREES, KUKA-US208: 5 ECTS required, ENS-515/525 and ENS-H300/S300 specialization courses), web course, III-IV period

Social Movements in Central and Eastern Europe: Past and Present (ALKU-IK533, KIK-UK105, KUKA-IK506, KUKA-IK508, ALKU-E317, ALKU-E320, ExpREES, ENS-314, ENS-316, & ENS-515/525 and ENS-H300/S300 specialization courses), IV period

Strategic Culture and Russian Neighbourhood (ALKU-IK531, KUKA-IK506, ALKU-E313, ALKU-E320, ExpREES, ENS-515/525 and ENS-H300/S300 specialization courses), IV period
Eastern Europe and the Balkans between European Ties and Russia (KUKA-IK508, KUKA-IK503, KUKA-AL218, ALKU-E313, ExpREES, ENS-316, ENS-515 and ENS-525 specialization course), IV period

Hip Hop East (KUKA-IK507, KIK-UK104, KUKA-IK503, KUKA-AL217, ALKU-E313, ExpREES, ENS-338, ENS-515 and ENS-525 specialization courses), IV period

Sites and manifestations of popular music in the context of Estonian cultural history (KUKA-IK509, KUKA-AL217, TTK-MU230, TTM-MU320, ENS-338, ENS-515 and ENS-525 specialization courses, ExpREES) one-week intensive course, May intensive period


Sustainable Business Model Canvas - Finnish and Russian experiences of recycling waste (ExpREES 94345, ALKU-IK533, ALKU-321, Ukrainian Studies) project course, April - May